
Graphic File Formats Compared

[GIF or JPEG?]
These two file formats are widely accepted standards for graphics on the Web -
and they differ in very important ways. Here’s a quick comparison of the two.

GIF JPEG

What Web browsers All graphical Web browsers Enough browsers to qualify JPEG
support the format? as a standard. Only an insignificant

portion of the oldest browsers
won’t load JPEG files.

How does it make By reducing the number of By sacrificing varying levels of
such a small file? colors in the image, and by detail in the image.

finding patterns in the colors
of the pixels.

How does the By introducing banding An overall softening of the image,
compression affect (stripes of color) and/or and introduction of “compression
the visible image? dithering (speckling colors artifacts” (squiggles around areas

together to make in between of detail, chunky blocks of color
colors) in flat areas.

How can I affect By controlling the number By setting the level of compression.
the level of of colors in the image and When you save your file from
compression (and whether or not they dither. Photoshop (there’s 0-10 scale
image quality)? image quality/file size).

How many colors Anywhere from 2 to 256 As many as 16.7 million (This is
are in the image? (This is called Indexed color - called high color or full color;

as the designer, you can it doesn’t significantly compro-
choose the color palette, or mise the number of colors in the
let Photoshop choose it) original scan)

Is it possible to have You can create the illusion of No - but we’ll be talking about
an irregular (i.e. a “sillouetted” image by setting design solutions to get around this.
non-rectangular) a color in the palette to “drop
image shape? out” - it’s called transparency

Can you make an Yes No
animated graphic?

What images work “Graphic” images: line art Images with “photographic”
best saved in this logos, and typography with qualities: photos and illustrations
format? flat areas of color; any very with graduations of color and/or

small image (less than 60 textures; especially very large
by 60 pixels) images.


